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Heat capacity - Specific heat
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Specific heat
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Modelling the specific heat
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Specific heat at low temperatures
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Specific heat at low temperatures
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Specific heat in technical applications
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Specific heat in technical applications
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Kelley equation

• Analytical forms of the state functions are (generally) 

unknown

• Specific heat (of a substance) is fitted from 

experimental data using polynomial series

• The most common is the Kelley equation, which has 

the form:

Cp = a + bT + cT-2  + d  T2 (originally ‘- cT-2’ )

• Where a, b, c, and d are parameters fitted from 

experimental data
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Kelley equation

• The Kelley equation is often fitted with different parameters, stepwise in 

different temperature ranges

• A problem of this approach is the metastable regions – this is 

particularly important in material sciences

• We need either theoretical models or rational agreements on how c(T,P) 

will be extrapolated to areas without experimental observations
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Temperature dependency of enthalpy
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Temperature dependence of Enthalpy

• It was shown previously that the integral form of cp-

function with respect of temperature is the change of 

system enthalpy in isobaric conditions.

• This definition gives enthalpy its general equation as 

a function of temperature 

where ΔH(α) are phase transformation enthalpies 

within the interval 298.15-T.

• Enthalpy is thus discontinuous at every 

transformation temperature.
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Enthalpy of substances
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Heat of phase transformation
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Heat of phase transformation
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Heat of phase transformation
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Heat of phase transformation
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Heat of phase transformation
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Heat of phase transformation
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Standard enthalpy of a compound

Enthalpy of (pure) substances tells nothing about standard enthalpy of compounds and 

their enthalpy of formation. As stated earlier, the change of enthalpy when a compound is 

formed is ΔH = {product} -{reactant}.

• When an oxide is formed from pure elements we can e.g. write

Me(s)+½O2(g) = MeO(s)

and its thus standard heat or enthalpy of reaction is by definition 

ΔH= HMeO(s)- HMe(s) - ½ HO2(g).

• At reference temperature 298.15 K and 1 bar pressure the enthalpies of pure elements 

Me(s) and O2(g) are zero; the above equation simplifies to

ΔH=  HMeO(s).

In general: the standard enthalpy of a compound is equal to its enthalpy of formation at 

25 C when it forms from pure elements (in their reference states). 2.11.2022
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Temperature dependence of heat of reaction

• Enthalpies of the reactants and products at temperature T were obtained in 
equations

• We can write the general equation for enthalpy at any temperature, and get its 
temperature dependency as

where Δcp(MeO) is difference of cp functions between product and the reactants, 
weighed by the stoichiometric coefficients, and ΔH°(MeO) is standard enthalpy of 

formation of the compound. 2.11.2022
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Example
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Compounds: temperature dependency of enthalpy

• If we know the standard value of the enthalpy of a compound, its 

enthalpy at other temperatures can be calculated using the 

temperature integral of its heat capacity over interval 298.15 -T(K).

• Therefore, the enthalpy plot of a compound does not show the 

same phase transformations as its component elements.
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Compounds: temperature dependency of enthalpy
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Thermochemistry

Background findings in history

• Lavoisier and Laplace’s law (1780): The energy change in any 

transformation is equal and opposite to the energy change of the 

reverse process

• Hess’ law (1840): The energy change in any transformation is the same 

whether the process happens in one or several steps.

• State functions are not dependent on the path.
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Born-Haber cycle

Born-Haber cycle is a method to 

analyze various reaction 

energies and bond energies in 

relation to Enthalpy of formation 

of an ionic compound
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Standard enthalpy of a substance
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Standard enthalpy of a substance
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Standard enthalpy of a substance
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DHf,298.15 S298.15 DGf,298.15

J/mol J/(mol K) J/mol

Fe(bcc) 0 27.3 -8139.5

Fe(fcc) 7973 35.3 -2551.7

Cu(bcc) 4017 34.4 -6239.4

Cu(fcc) 0 33.15 -9883.7



Standard enthalpy of a substance
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Differential scanning calorimetry
Physical property measuring system

PPMS

Phase transitions, high-T heat capacity

and enthalpies of transition, evolved gases

Low-T  heat capacity and 

entropy of solid phases
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Gibbs energy

Gibbs energy of pure substances is 

standard issue in thermodynamic 

handbooks, because it controls the 

equilibria.

▪ It is also a state function, (changes of) 

which can be measured experimentally.

▪ Temperature dependency of Gibbs 

energy function can be expressed 

using its cp function, by simple 

arithmetic transformations using the 

relations described earlier.
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▪ The general Gibbs energy definition gives, after inserting cp function 

in equations of enthalpy and entropy:

▪ After integration:

G(T) = a0+a1·T - a·T·lnT -b·T2/2 -c/(2·T) -d·T3/6 

Temperature dependence of Gibbs energy
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Temperature dependence of Gibbs energy

▪ The equation obtained resembles a lot the H and S functions, but the values of its a0 and 

a1 order terms’ coefficients are not the standard enthalpy and entropy of the substance -

they are combinations of a number of terms as

a0=H(298)-a·298.15-b·298.152/2+c/298.15-d·298.153/3

and 

a1= -S(298)+a·(1+ln 298.15)+b·298.15-c·298.15-2/2+d·298.152/2.

▪ These constants indicate that the mathematical form of Gibbs energy can be returned to 

the H and S functions, without any additional knowledge (than its cp function).

▪ This is the reason why many digital databases today store the values as G functions and 

not separate H and S functions (combined with the of terms of cpfunction).
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Derivation of G function

Derive the G-function if Cp function is a+bT+cT-2+dT2, and 

H(298) and S(298) are known

G(T) = H(T) –T*S(T)

H(T) = H(298) + CpdT = H(298) +   (a+bT+cT-2+dT2)dT

H(T) =H(298) +    (aT+1/2 bT2 – cT-1+1/3 dT3)
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Derivation of G function

H(T)= H(298) + aT-a*298+1/2bT2-1/2b*2982-cT-1+c/298+1/3dT3-1/3d*2983

H(T) = [H(298)-298a-1/2*2982*b+c/298-1/3*2983*d]+aT+1/2bT2-cT-1+1/3dT3

H(298)=-20000

S(298)=300

a=12

b=0.05

c=2500

d=0.0005
2.11.2022
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Derivation of G function

Derive the G-function if Cp function is a+bT+cT-2+dT2, and 

H(298) and S(298) are known

G(T) = H(T) –T*S(T)

S(T) = S(298)+  (Cp/T)dT = S(298) +   (a/T+b+cT-3+dT)dT

S(T) =S(298) +    (alnT+bT – 1/2cT-2+1/2 dT2)
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Derivation of G function

S(T)= S(298) + a*lnT-a*ln(298)+bT-b*298-1/2cT-2+1/2*c/2982+1/2dT2-

1/2d*2982

S(T) = [S(298)-aln(298)-298*b+c/(2*2982)-1/2*2982*d]+alnT+bT-1/2cT-2+1/2dT2

H(298)=-20000

S(298)=300

a=12

b=0.05

c=2500

d=0.0005 2.11.2022
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Derivation of G function

G(T)= H(T) – T*S(T) = [H(298)-298a-1/2*2982*b+c/298 -1/3*2983*d]+ aT+ 

1/2bT2-cT-1+1/3dT3 –T*[[S(298)-aln(298)-298*b+c/(2*2982)-

1/2*2982*d]+alnT+bT-1/2cT-2+1/2dT2]

G(T)=[H(298)-298a-1/2*2982*b+c/298 -1/3*2983*d]+ aT+ 1/2bT2-cT-1+1/3dT3-

T*S(298)+aTln298+bT*298-cT/(2*2982)+1/2dT*2982-aTlnT-bT2+1/2cT-1-

1/2dT3

[H(298)-298a-1/2*2982*b+c/298 -1/3*2983*d]+T[a-S(298)+aln298+b298-

c/(2*2982)+1/2d*2982]+(1/2b-b)T2+(1/3d-1/2d)T3+(-c+1/2c)*T-1-aTlnT

[H(298)-298a-1/2*2982*b+c/298 -1/3*2983*d]+T[a-S(298)+aln298+b298-

c/(2*2982)+1/2d*2982]-1/2bT2-1/6dT3-1/2c*T-1-aTlnT
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Derivation of G function

G(T) = [H(298)-298a-1/2*2982*b+c/298 -1/3*2983*d]+T[a-

S(298)+aln298+b298-c/(2*2982)+1/2d*2982]-1/2bT2-1/6dT3-1/2c*T-1-aTlnT

a0=[H(298)-298a-1/2*2982*b+c/298 -1/3*2983*d]

a1=[-S(298)+a(1+ln298)+b298-c/(2*2982)+1/2d*2982]
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G(T) = [H(298)-298a-1/2*2982*b+c/298 -1/3*2983*d]+T[a-

S(298)+aln298+b298-c/(2*2982)+1/2d*2982]-1/2bT2-1/6dT3-1/2c*T-1-aTlnT

a0=[H(298)-298a-1/2*2982*b+c/298 -1/3*2983*d]

a1=[-S(298)+a(1+ln298)+b298-c/(2*2982)+1/2d*2982]

H(298)=-20000

S(298)=300

a=12

b=0.05

c=2500

d=0.0005



Properties of pure substances
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Thermodynamic tables
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Thermodynamic data in databases

• G=f(T,P, ni)= a+∑bTn+∑cPn...

• G(T)=H(T)-T·S(T)

• H(T)=H(ref)+∫CpdT

• S(T)=S(ref)+∫(Cp/T)dT

• Cp=a+bT+cT-2+dTn...

• G(T=)=H(ref)+∫CpdT - T· [S(ref)+∫(Cp/T)dT]
Tref
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H(ref) and S(ref)

• Reference enthalpy of a compound is usually ∆fH°(298.15K)

• Enthalpy change for the formation of the compound from the elements in 
their stable form at 25 °C 

• ∆fH°(298.15K)CaO = H(298.15K)CaO - H(298.15K)Ca(s) – ½ H(298.15K)O2(g)

H(T)=∆fH°(298.15K)+∫CpdT

• Reference entropy is usually absolute entropy defined from the third law of 
thermodynamics S°(298.15K)

S(T)=∫(Cp/T)dT or S(T)=S°(298.15K)+∫(Cp/T)dT

G(T)=∆fH°(298.15K) + ∫CpdT - T· [S°(298.15K)+∫(Cp/T)dT]
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Nickel sulfide (NiS)

Adopted values + uncertainties

are given

Reasons for data preferences

are given
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Extended properties


